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Early studies of interactions of antiprolons with the nuclei of photonuclear 
emulsion [1 | revealed lhat KK meson pairs are produced in (5.0 ± 1.1)% of (he 
annihilations at primary antiprolon energies lying in the range between 0 and 
215 MeV. Detailed investigation of the production of strange particles eventu
ally led lo one of (he delected antiproton annihilations, at (96.0 ± 6.0) MeV, 
being identified |2 | as an annihilation «star» with а Д Н hyperfragment among 

the secondary particles. 
Recent studies of the production of /C-mesons and Л-hyperons in annihila

tion processes on nuclei ranging from helium to tantalum |3—5| revealed an 
unexpectedly high yield of Л -hyperons, if compared with the obtained output 
of A' -mesons; especially surprizing were the equal production yields obtained 
for these particles in processes involving the capture of antiprotons at rest by 
4 He and 2 0 Ne |6 | . 

Examination of various theoretical models for Л 0 production in the annihi
lation of antiprolons on nuclei and their comparison with available experimental 
data 17 | reveals it to be possible, within the model assuming hyperons to be 
produced in the secondary rescattering reactions of annihilation /C-mesons on 
nuclcons of the residual nucleus, lo achieve a satisfactory descriplion not only of 
the y i e l j j of these particles, but also of their momentum spectra and of the 
strange particle rapidity distributions and charged particle multiplicity distri
butions |5, 8 |. 

The large number of slow Л -hyperons, lhat are produced in the rescalter-
ing of K-mesons, results in favourable conditions for the formation of hyper-
nuclei in annihilation processes. Estimations |3] show thai about 10% of the 
Л -hyperoiis produced in the capture of aniiprotons by nuclei are bound into 
hypcrnuelei. 

Experimental confirmation of the above idea of hypernucleus formation in 
antiprolon annihilation at rest was obtained in experiments al LEAR |9,10 |. On 
the basis of delayed fission events occurring in antiproton annihilation on U 
and 2 0 9 B i Ihe heavy hypernucleus production probability per anliprolou slop was 
shown in Ihis case to lie within the range between 8.0' 10~ 4 and 4.0-10~ 3 111 |. 
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Thus, antiprolon annihilation processes on nuclei, together with the capture 
and charge exchange of /f "-mesons 112 |, may be considered one more source of 
hyperfragment production. 

In this report the first results are presented of an investigation of (he pro
duction and decay processes of hyperfragmenls resulting from the annihilation 
on nuclei of antiprotons stopping in nuclear pholoemulsion. This work continues 
the studies of antiproton interactions with nuclei performed, applying the pho-
toemulsion method, in compliance with the programme of the PS-179 experi
ment at CERN. 

Detailed descriptions of methodical issues related to the construction and 
irradiation of photoemulsion chambers, as well as the details of scanning and 
measurement of anliprolon absorption events in photoemulsion are given in 
refs. 113,14 |. 

In each of the 4880 annihilation stars detected in «along-the-track» scan
ning of the beam antiprotons all the black tracks («b»-particles* 114 |) were fol
lowed within each individual photoemulsion layer, and any secondary interacti
ons were recorded. 

As candidates for events involving the emission of a hyperfragmenl 
«double stars» were chosen, intending events in which a «b»-track connected the 
primary annihilation star with another, secondary star. A total of 28 such events 
were found. 

Subsequent analysis of the secondary stars revealed that 24 of these events 
could be attributed to the capture by nuclei in the photoemulsion of slow л "-me
sons produced in the annihilation process (a -stars). Each of the four remaining 

events was thoroughly studied: all the charged particle tracks present in the 
stars were followed up to their stopping point or exit from the photocmulsion 
chamber; for each track, whenever possible, measurement was performed of its 
relative ionization or of the number of gaps between the clusters of silver grains; 
for each star the angles were measured between the tracks of charged particles 
and calculations were carried out of the angles in space. Identification of the 
charged particle tracks in the stars and determination of the relevant kinetic 
energies were based on the obtained experimental data and on known standard 
dependences: range-energy, relative ionization-energy, number of gaps-type of 
particle in the case of mesons, nucleons, hyperons and light nuclei in standard 
nuclear photoemulsion |15|. 

A special feature of all four events was the observation in each of these anni
hilation stars of a charged kaon track, A peculiarity of three of the secondary 

* We recall Ihc classification of particle micks occurring in nuclear pholocmulsion: «b-panic-
le» — black track; «g-particlc» — gray track; «s-particle» — track of rclativiMic particle 114|. 
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related stars is the presence among the secondary prongs of an explicitly iden
tified л -meson track. 

Л detailed analysis of the fourth event revealed that in this case the secon
dary star resulted from the annihilation of a slow aniiprolon that underwent 
elastic scattering on hydrogen in the photoemulsion. 

Thus, in the case of three of the selected events there exist quite sufficient 
foundations for considering (hem henceforth candidates for events of [he forma
tion and mesonic decay of hyperfragments produced in the capture process of 
.inliprolons by nuclei in Ihe pholoemulsion. 

Л microphotograph of event Numb.l is present in Fig. I. The primary anni
hilation star exhibits eight prongs: (4 «b-» particles, 2 «g-» particles and 2 «s-» 
panicles). 

The iwo «s-parlicle» tracks of relative ionization close to unity and 16.5 mm 
and 24.1 mm long, tip lo Ihe exit points from the chamber, were identified as 
Hacks of д-mcsons of kinetic energy between 150 and 200 MeV. One of the «g-
particlo Hacks. 8.7 mm long and of ionization (2.6 ± 0.1>, was attributed lo a 
(21.0 ± 3.0) MeV л-meson; the other one, 25.4 mm long and exhibiting ioni
zation increasing from (2.4 ± 0.1) at departure from the star to (3.6 ±0.1) at 
the exit point from the photoemulsion chamber, was identified as the track of a 
K-mcson of kinetic energy TK = (83.0 ± 5.0) MeV. 

Of the four «b-particle» tracks ihe single-charged particle of range 2.8 mm 
was attributed lo a (25.4 ± 2.0) MeV proton; Ihe Iwo tracks 3.6 iim and 59.2 
fim long, respectively, could with equal probability be tracks of hydrogen or 
helium isotopes; (he last «b-particle» upon travelling 1.8 ftm produced a secon
dary 2-prongslar with a 1I9°40' angle belween the two prongs and can be consi
dered as resulting from the meson decay of a hyperfragnient. 

Both prongs belonging lo this secondary star slop inside the photoemulsion 
chamber. The range of one of Iheni with relative ionization equal to (1.5±0.1) 
is 28.3 mm; at the end of (his track a typical о -star is produced. This permits us 

lo conclude, with a large degree of reliability, that Ihe track is of л ,T~-nieson 
wilh kinetic energy (43.0 ± 2.0) MeV. 

The other Irack is 855.7 ft in long and may be identified as Ihe track of a 1-
or 2-charged particle. 

Short-ranged prongs (l.8/<»r, 3.6/ен; 59.2fim) being present in the anni
hilation star indicate thai the aniiprolon was captured by a lighl <C, N, O, S) 
nucleus in Ihe pholoemulsion, since, owing lo Ihe high Coulomb barrier of heavy 
nuclei (Ag, Br) in the photoemulsion, the probability of low-energy particles 
leaving Ihe nucleus is quite small. Thus, in searching for possible hyperfrag-
menls, produced in anliproton annihilation, one may consider only light hyper-
fragnienls, such us isotopes of hydrogen or helium. 
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The hypernuclei Д Н and 4 H undergo 2-particle meson decays. The expe
rimentally determined characteristics of the secondary star were utilized for 
calculation of the effective masses of possible hyperfragments, thai may decay 
into а л "-meson and helium nucleus with visible tracks. The best agreement 
between ihe table value of the hypernucleus mass and the calculated effective 
mass corresponded to the 4 H hyperfragment, decaying via the channel 
4 Н - л ~ + 4 Н е : the mass difference in (his case is M. - M<-calcul-'> = Л «и eff. 
= (3922 .3- 3919.6) MeV = 2.7 MeV. 

The apparent energy balance for the visible prongs, calculated under the 
assumption that annihilation of an antiproton stopping in the photocmulsion 
takes place on a light nucleus, allows determination of the possible production 
channels of Ihe hyperfragment Д Н on carbon or nitrogen nuclei: 

р+*2С^К++л~+л + +л~+ла + р+2Н + 4Нс + Л Н 

1 - л ~ + 4 Н е , (1) 

p + I 4 N -» К++л'+л + +л~+л°+ p + 4 Не + 4 He + 4 H 

1-»л~+ 4Не. (2) 

The relationship between Ihe initial energies in reactions (1) and (2) and 
Ihe energies released permits one lo draw lhe conclusion that the most probable 
mechanism for hyperfragment production in these reactions is the charge ex
change of К "-mesons resulting from Ihe annihilation process on the nuclcons of 
the residual nucleus. One of the possible charge exchange channels may be the 
reaction 

K~ + f4Hel -* 4 Н + л°. (3) 

In this case it is possible, on Ihe 
basis of Ihe crucial features of the inter
action of stopping antiprotons with Ihe 
nucleons situated at the periphery of the 
nucleus 114 |, lo attempt to describe the 
production process of the hyperfragment 
A H in antiprolon annihilation on the 
carbon nucleus in accordance with 
scheme (I) (seeFig.2). 

f;ig- 2. Possible scheme for mechanism of reac
tion (I) 
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A microphotograph of event II is presented in Fig.3. The primary 7-prong 
star consists of four «s»-prongs and three «b»-prongs. An analysis reveals lhal 
the «s»-prongs are reliably identified as follows: а К -meson of kinetic energy of 
the about 220 MeV, two л-mesons of energies (40.5 ± 2.0) MeV and (37.5 ± 2.0) 
MeV, respectively, and a proton with kinetic energy (190.0 ± 5.0) MeV. 

One of the «b»-tracks with a range, up to the stopping point, equal to 
2639.0 ,«m is identified as the track of a deuteron of energy 32.8 MeV, while the 
other one with a range of 1137.0 fim is interpreted as the track of a doubly char
ged particle. The third «b»-track, upon pasing 5.8 fit», produces a 3-prong se
condary star, one of the tracks of which belongs lo a л-meson of kinetic energy 
(28.0 ± 3.0) MeV, while the other two with ranges equalling, respectively, 
161.6 ptm and 626.3 ftm may be considered tracks of singly charged particle. 

3 He 
2 - r t 

Pig.3. Micropholograph of event (21 



Consistent investigation of all possible mesonic decay channels of the light 
h\ perfragmenls. that could result in the production of a 3-prong star in the pho-
toemulsion, as well as calculations of the effective masses of hypernuclei based 
on the experimental data for the secondary star show that the best agreement 
between ihe table and the estimated masses is achieved for the hypernucleus 

\{ decaying via the channel Ai -» л + /) + 

masses, in this case, is 
H; the difference between the 

M' .(aih'uf) M„ = (2998.2 - 2991.0) = 7.2 MeV. 

Since, like in the first event, the antiprolon annihilated on a light nucleus in 
the pholoemulsion and the hyperfragment .H was produced as a resul' of the 

/C~-meson undergoing charge exchange via the channel 

K~ + [ 4 He] -* Л Н + n + л°, (4) 

when interacting with part of the residual nucleus, we determined both the pos
sible hypcrfragmenl production reaction on a nitrogen nucleus 

^ + I 4 N - K + + я~+л + +;г"+/> + н + 2 Н + h He+ A H 

1 - л " + /)+ 2 Н. <5> 

as well аз a possible mechanism of this process (Fig.4). 
A n.icrophotograph of the third event is presented in Fig.5. The annihilation 

star consists of 12 prongs: 9 «b»- and 3 «g»-lracks. Identification of Ihe «g»-
Iracks revealed that they are tracks of a K +-meson of kinetic energy 
(45.0 ± 5.0) MeV, a proton of energy (25.0 ± 2.0) MeV and а л -meson with 
an energy of the order of 100 MeV. 

Identification of the nine «b»-tracks 
was performed by separating them in 
accordance with the number of clusters 
of developed grains of silver (Ihe 
«method of shadowed stalling marks» 
I !6 |), while the kinetic energies of Ihe 
respective particles were determined by 
the measured total ranges in the 
pholoemulsion. The following were 
identified: three tracks of 4 He nuclei 
with energies (25.0 ± 2.0) MeV, 
(28.0 ± 2.0) MeV and (31.5 ± 2.0) MeV; 

two tracks of He nuclei with energies 
l'ig.4. Possible scheme Гиг mechanism of ген 
lion (.S) 
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(164.0 ± 2.0) Me\ and (181.0 ± 2.0) MeV; two Irilons with energies 
(18.0 ± 2.0) MeV and (19.0 i 2.0) MeV; adeuleron of energy 1.3 MeV. 

The ninth «b»-track, 1.8/mi long, gives rise at its termination in the pho-
toemulsion to a three-prong secondary star, two short prongs of which, 
21.4/zw and 238.5//m long, can be identified as tracks of single-charged par
ticles, while the third prong terminating in a <yj»-stop belongs to а л~-meson of 
kinetic energy (16.5 ± 2.0) MeV. 

The effective masses of possible hypernuclei were calculated under the 
assumption that the secondary star resulted from a mesonic decay of the light 
hyperfragment. 

It turned out liutt the best agreement between the effective hypernticleus 
mass derived from the experimental dala and the table value corresponded to 
the дН hyperfragment, decaying via the channel 

I'ig.5. Micnipholngniph of event (3) 
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Н ^ л ~ + / ; + 2Н + я. (6) 

The mass difference in this case is M(c"k"L)- Mt = (3922.4 -
ell- *H 

- 3 9 2 2 . 3 ) MeV = 0.1 MeV. 
Attempts at determining the appropriate channel for antiproton annihila

tion on a light nucleus in thephotoemulsion resulting in the production of a Iwel-
ve-prong star, involving the hyporfragmenl .H , pointed to the following reac

tion on the sulpher nucleus: 

"s - к •I V'f p +"'ll -I "*H +'il + Jllc +311ечЛ|е +4llc + Jllo +*ll 

1 -» л + P+ 11 + И 
(7) 

Like in the preceding events, the hyperfragmenl was assumed to be pro
duced in a secondary reaction on the nucleons of the residual nucleus by charge 
exchange of the annihilation K~ -meson via channel (3), and a possible scheme 
of this process is depicted in Fig.6. 

Thus, analysis of the obtained experimental data permits us to conclude 
that the first observation of three events of the production, flight and mesonic 
decay of the light hyperfragmenls .H and .H is reporied in 'he present work. 

The probability of such reactions taking place perantiproton stopping in the 

photoemulsion amounts to (6.1± 3.5)-10~ 4 . 
All the detected events involving production and subsequent pionic decay of 

hyperfragments were interpreted as annihilation events of stopping antiprotons 
on light, (C, N, O, S), nuclei in the photoemulsion. Therefore, if one a r" imes 
that, like in the case of j r _ -meson 
absorption, 38% 117 | of the anti
protons are captured by light nuc
lei in the photoemulsion, then the 
probability of hypcrfragmcnt pro
duction per stopping antiproton 

will be equal to (1.6 ± 0 .9) -10~ 3 . 
The clearly identified track of 

a (90.0 ± 2.0) MeV K-meson (Us 
track range up to its stopping point 
in (he pholocmulsion is 43.3 mm, 
and the relative ionization at the 
track's starting point is 
(2.3 ± 0.1) partaining to the 

3 H e ^ H e 4 H e 

Fig.6. Possible scheme for mechanism of reaction (7) 
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fourth detected event may either indicate the production, in the antiproton 
annihilation proccess, of a hypernucleus or the production of a charged or of a 
neutral particle of non-zero strangeness. This event was also analyzed in detail. 
Its micropholograph is presented in Fig.7. 

!t was already noted above that the primary two-prong star represents an 
elastic scattering event of a 20.0 Mev antiproton on hydrogen in the photoemul-

10TT 

,11TT 

' 6 p 
l'ig.7. Micropholograph of even! (4) 
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sion: the relations between the scattering angles, the energies and the coplana-
rity of all the particles participating in the scattering totally comply with the 
kinematics of this process. The secondary 13-prong star is a result of the 
elastically scattered antiprolon slopping and undergoing annihilation on a nuc
leus in the photoemulsion. Of the charged particle tracks belonging to this star 
the tracks of the following particles were identified, besides that of the K-
meson: four л-mcsons of kinetic energies (52.7 ± 5.0) MeV, (24.5 ± 5.0) MeV, 
(70.0 ± 5.0) MeV and = 250 MeV; five protons of energies 0.4 MeV, 6.8 MeV, 

15.7 MeV, > 34.9 MeV and (71.1 ± 2.0) MeV; two 4 He nuclei with kinetic 
energies (22.6 ± 2.0) MeV and (23.9 ± 2.0) MeV; a (10.7 ± 2.0) MeV 
deuteron. 

The energy balance between the primary and final energies indicate that an 
undetected neutral strange particle could not be produced in the case being 
considered. Among the twelve tracks there was also no charged partner found 
for the A-meson, that was required for strangeness conservation. Therefore the 
only possibility left for complying with the conservation law is the production of 
a hyperfragment decaying in the immediate vicinity of the centre of the 
annihilation star. Examination of various combinations of charged particles in 
the star, thai could correspond to mesonic decay products of a light 
hyperfragment revealed thai the best agreement of the experimentally 
determined effective mass of such a nucleus with the table value is provided by 
the hyperfragment Л Н , decaying via the channel 

^H -»л~ + 2Н + p. (8) 

The mass difference in this case amounts to M. - M<~a'k'"l) = = (2991.0 1" 
— 2989.0) MeV = 2.0 MeV. 

The following possible hyperfragment production channel involving the 
capture of an anliproton by a light nucleus in the photoemulsion was found, 
remaining within the framework of the assumption that the intranuclear charge 
exchange of a /C~-meson produced in the annihilation process 

K~ + [ 4 Hc l - ^ H + р + л~ (9) 

is responsible for hyperfragment production: 

p + " > 0 - » K + + J C " " + л~+ л'+ p + p + p + р + 4 Н е + 4 Н е + д Н <Ю) 

the mechanisms for such a reaction were also found. л + l> + H 
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The possible mechanisms of reaction (10) differ from Ihe ones previously 
considered in lhal here Ihe annihilation process occurs on a | n | (Fig.8a) or 
| He | <Fig.8b) cluster, instead of a surface neutron of the primary nucleus. 

Observation of a hyperfragment production event, not associated with any 
visible track leaving (he annihilation slar, compels us to consider the probabi
lity, determined in this work, of hypernucleus production, involving mesonic 
decay in anliprolon capture processes by nuclei in photocmulsion, to be an esti
mate of the lower limit for such a process. The tolal hyperfragmenl production 
probability in anliprolon annihilation reactions must account for events with 

mesonless decays and for two types of events involving л ~ - and л''-mesonic 
decays of hypernuclei in Ihe pholoemulsion (both wilh a visible hyperfragme/il 
track and without any such track). 

A specific feature of the supposed formation mechanism of H and . H hy

pernuclei (Figs.2, 4, 6, 8) is Ihe charge exchange of the annihilation K~ -meson 

on the intranuclear cluster | He | 

of Ihe residual nucleus, involving 

production in this process of а л -

or л -meson and of a hypcr-
fragmenl, lha' with a lifetime 

equal to 1 0 " i ( ) sec 111 | decays 
into a л^-meson and isotopes of 
hydrogen or helium. 

An alternative mechanism for 
Ihe production of such hyper-
fragmenls in antiproton annihila
tion on ihe lighl (C, N , 0 , S)-nuc-
lei in photocmulsion may be Ihe 
formation of an excited residual 

nucleus wilh a A°-par(icle stuck in 
i l , lhal upon passage of a certain 
lime interval decays into frag
ments, among which there also 
happens to be a light hypernuc
leus. 

An example of the assumed 
mechnism is represented by the 
following possible scheme of re-

I'ig.ti. Possible scheme for mechanism nf reaction (10) ac t ion ( I ) : 
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7>+uc . .+ , - , + , - , 0 . 1 1 D * 
К + л + л + л +Л + . В 

I - 4 Н + 4 Не + 2 Н + р 

+ 4Не. ( I I ) 

The experimentally determined kinetic energies of the secondary particles, 
resulting from the decay of a hypothetical intermediate hypernucleus, permit 
calculation of the excitation energy of such a nuclear system. Estimations reveal 
thai it amounts ю 100 MeV. The obtained excitation energy for Ihe interme
diate slate of the nucleus is extremely high, so the existence of the proposed 
alternative production mechanism of light hypcrfragments seems dubious. It 
still remains unclear, however, at which moment the intermediate excited nuc
leus undergoes breakup, since the breakup may occur either at the first stage of 
antiproton annihilation, or it may be accompanied by the secondary charge ex
change reaction of Ihe K~-meson. 

A final conclusion concerning the preferential hyperfragment production 
mechanism in processes of antiproton annihilation on nuclei can be made only 
upon significanl enhancement of Ihe number of hyperfragmenl events and after 
a detailed theoretical analysis of such a process. 

11 wouid be of special interest to carry out an experimental study of the an
nihilation on He nuclei of slopping antiprotons involving the production of л Н е 
hyperfragmenls via the channel 

p + 4He л 

A possible scheme for ihe mechanism of 
such a reaction is presented in Fig.9. in ac
cordance with this scheme a required event 
is to be selected, first, by the detected 

annihilation vertex formed by the K+- and 
ji~-mcsons and, secondly, by identifying 
Ihe second decay vertex from the outgoing 
#~-meson and nuclcons of the residual 
inn Inri, this vertex appearing with a time 
delay equal lo the lifetime of the Д Н 

hypernucleus (10~ s). If one could dcter-

' - > j r ~ + 3 H e 
' - x " + 2H + n 
l-n~+p + In . 

(12) 

х Г ^ 
Fig.9. Possible scheme for mechanism of 
reaction (12) 
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mine the time interval, at a nuclear scale, between the departures of the 
annihilation K+-meson and of the я -meson produced in the charge exchange 
of the /("-meson on the | He | cluster, then the measurement of such a time 
interval would represent an «experiment» performed on a cluster target in a 
microlaboratory. 

Vast statistical material relevant to annihilation on He nuclei of stopping 
antiprotons has been obtained with the experimental installation OBELIX 
(CERN experiment PS-201). A detailed analysis of the events detected in (his 
experiment will doubtlessly aid significantly in comprehension of the produc
tion mechanism of light hypernuclei, occurring in annihilation processes. 

Thus, the following conclusions may be drawn from the examination of all 
the set of obtained experimental data. 

1. Three events have been observed, for the first lime, of the production, 
departure and mesonic decay of the light hyperfragments . H and . H in the an
nihilation on the light (C, N, O, S)-nucleiof anliprolons slopping in pholoemul-
sion. 

2. The lower limil of the production probability of .H and . H hyperfrag

ments per single antiproton stopping in nuclear photoemulsion equals 

<6.1 ± 3 . 5 ) 1 0 ~ 4 . 
3. The balance between the total initial and final energies in the considered 

reactions justifies the conclusion, that the most probable hyperfragmenl pro
duction mechanism is the charge exchange, on nucleons of the residual nucleus, 
of /("-mesons resulting from the annihilation process. 

The production of a hypernucleus on the few-nucleon | He | cluster is as
sumed to be a possible charge-exchange channel. 

4. An experiment, to be performed on the He nucleus, is proposed for tes
ting the considered mechanism of antiproton annihilation involving the produc
tion of hypcrfragmcnts, and possible triggers are indicated for the detection of 
such processes. 

The authors arc grateful to Profs. R.A.Eramzhan and L.Miling for useful 
discussions, V.P.Rumyantseva for devoted work in scanning and measuring 
events in the photoemuision. 
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Батуеов Ю.А. и др. EI-92-256 
Образование гиперфрагментов при аннигиляции 
остановившихся антипротонов на ядрах в фотоэмульсии 

Впервые зарегистрированы события образования, вылета и мезонного 

распада легких гиперфрагментов дН и дН в процессах аннигиляции оста
новившихся антипротонов на ядрах <С, N, О, S) в ядерной фотоэмульсии. 
Установлено, что нижняя граница вероятности образования гиперфраг
ментов дН и дН на одну остановку антипротона в фотоэмульсии равна 

(6,1 ± 3,5)-10 . Показано, что наиболее вероятным механизмом рожде
ния гиперфрагментов является перезарядка образованных в результате 
аннигиляционного процесса К -мезонов на нуклонах ядра-остатка. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории ядерных проблем ОИЯИ. 

I Ipaipmrr Объелинпшит мпегита нлерпых исследований. Дубна 1992 

BalusovYu.A. etal. El-92-256 
Production of Hyperfragmenls by Antiprotons at Rest 
Annihilating on Nuclei in Nuclear Photoemulsion 

Events have been observed, for the first time, of the production, departure 
and mesonic decay of the light hyperfragmenls дН and дН in Ihe annihilation 
on the lighl (C, N, O, S)-nuclei of anliprolons stopping in nuclear pholo-

3 4 
emulsion. The lower limit of the production probability of дН and дН hyper-
fragments per single anliprolon slopping in nuclear photoemulsion has been 
determined to be (6.1 ± 3.5) • 10 . The charge exchange, on nucleons of the 
residual nucleus, of К -mesons resulting from the annihilation process has 
been demonstrated to be Ihe most probable mechanism of hyperfjagment pro
duction. 

The investigation has been performed at Ihe Laboratory of Nuclear Prob
lems, JINR. 
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